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The Boston Advance PHysics Laboratories has invited you to take part in an experiment. You awaken in this test
chamber, and must use the gateway device provided to find a way out. If you succeed, there will be a party to
celebrate. With chocolate cake a 20-foot
foot fondue fountain
fountain. I promise.
Exit the gateway.
This particular place would be convenient for Hermes. Then something reminds you of what you once read
about a great mountain, or some such. But what is that third place that sticks out so sorely? It will give you
what you need.
You’re guided by another divine purpose to enter the next gateway.

FlyWheel - 2

Exit the gateway.
You fall to the floor. When you stop, you’ll gain your membership here. But first,, some Shakespeare: “What
“
country, friends, is this?”
You see three infinities through the next gateway, enter it.

Club Monaco - 5

Exit the gateway.
You find what drew you here and you face your sins. You are next to something you don’t quite understand,
but are suddenly famished. If you go forward a bit, you’ll find what you need: a third cup of the day.
You see the street below, and a bus goes by aas you enter the gateway.

Dunkin
kin Donuts - 3

Exit the gateway.
You fall sideways through the gateway
gateway.. You turn to the left, and find another offer of sweet sustenance. You
know you’ve reached the end. But you’ve got another second to spare, you must takee a treat before you leave.
Exit the test chamber, the fondue was a lie
lie.

Godiva - 6

Exit the gateway.
You fall onto the noble’s bridge near the hall of spices. You can see a man outside of the test chamber. Take a
second to have a sweet treat he offers to you.
The gateway on the floor behind you leads below. Fall through it.

Max Brenner - 4

Enter the test chamber.
Liberty? Love? The motivational poster doesn’t seem to be about this puzzle at all. The man you read about is
the fourth of his line.
If you look behind the poster,, you can see where the gateway leads. Enter the gateway.

NORMAL

Sándor Petőfi - 1
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